Objective: To morphologically evaluate the active tip of six different types of self-drilling mini-implants for orthodontic anchorage.
INTRODUCTION
Anchorage control is a decisive factor for the success of determined orthodontic treatments and for this reason, efforts have been made to develop appropriate anchorage methods. All intraoral appliances show some anchorage loss and extraoral appliances depend on patient cooperation. 22 The mini-implants introduced new possibilities of effective anchorage in orthodontics. 15, 16 The installation of the mini-implant is relatively simple and, due to its reduced size, it presents possibility of insertion in several sites such as palate, retromolar area, maxillary tuberosity and between the roots on the cortical bone of the posterior and anterior regions, both by lingual or buccal. 6, 7, 11, 12, 16, 22 Loading of the mini-implant can be performed immediately after installation, because retention is mostly mechanical. 5, 8 Primary stability is intrinsically related to bone support, design and type of insertion of the mini-implant. 25 Mini-implants present three distinct parts: 1) the head, for installation of elastics, wires or NiTi springs; 2) Transmucosal profile or neck, region between the head and the screwable portion of the mini-implant responsible for maintenance of the health of peri-implant tissues; and 3) body or active tip of the mini-implant, which is inserted into the bone. 19, 24 Mini-implant shape must offer mechanical anchorage by the contact area between implant and bone, allowing force distribution without damaging bone tissue physiology. The design must also limit surgical trauma at the moment of insertion and allow a good primary stability. 4 The cone-shaped screw assures the effect of bone condensation, improving quality and preventing from unwanted destruction of cortical bone, caused by eccentric insertion or change of axis during insertion, in other words, implant stability is not very affected by the ability of the operator or the insertion area. 23 Mini-implants vary with the most different characteristics such as diameter, width, quantity and angulation of threads and a conical or cylindrical profile. 9 Under microscopic observation, these differences are found mainly in relation to the number and proximity of the screw threads. 20 Possibly, more threads enhance resistance to displacement and primary stability. 1, 24 The shape of the mini-implant must be considered when evaluating the mechanical resistance of this device, 20 as well as the available space in the insertion area and the choice of the mini-implant diameter. Smaller diameter of the screws makes the insertion between the roots easier, reducing the risk of root contact 17 and providing a reduced insertion torque. 13 The use of mini-implants with a diameter that is too large, in order to obtain a greater bone contact may cause risk of microfracture of the bone inside the threads and obstruction of the circulation, that may induce bone necrosis. On the other hand, a mini-implant with a diameter that is too small may fracture because of the friction with the bone, especially in the mandible. 10 When there is cortical bone enough to stabilize the mini-implant, 1.5 mm in diameter is enough for both maxilla and mandible. 18 To prevent injuries to the root of the adjacent teeth, the tip of the screwable portion must be narrow, facilitating the insertion and minimizing surgical trauma. 23 Depending on bone quality of the area, the ideal combination of type, diameter and width of the mini-implant indicates the site to be used. 25 The conic screws present the higher values of insertion torque, however no correlation was found between mini-implant design and the pullout force. 13 The reduced dimensions increase the possibility of deformation of the mini-implant during its use or fracture at the moment of insertion or removal, which may be related to excessive pressure applied to the manual driver or to the use of the handpiece with torque superior to 10 Ncm. 3, 14, 16 The use of orthodontic mini-implants is increasing in clinical practice, because of controlled tooth movement in cases of difficult solution, however, they are offered with different physical characteristics as reasons given by the manufacturers for best clinical performance. The purpose of this work was to morphologically evaluate six different types of selfdrilling mini-implants available in the market, analyzing the following characteristics: 1) active tip width, 2) major diameter of external thread, 3) minor diameter of internal thread and taper of the mini-implant, 4) number of threads and lead of the screw, 5) angle of thread, 6) flank width and 7) pitch width.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Orthodontic self-drilling mini-implants from six different manufacturers with similar dimensional characteristics were used according to Table 1 .
Mini-implant morphology evaluation
The morphology of the active part of the mini-implants was evaluated and identified by an observer calibrated and trained, by means of images obtained through Morphological evaluation of the active tip of six types of orthodontic mini-implants original article the Zeiss optical microscope, Stemi 2000-C (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with magnification of 1.6X. The surface images were analyzed with the Axio vision program (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) to calculate the linear and angular measures (Figs 1 and 2) . The mini-implant morphology and the details of the tips and of the mini-implant were evaluated through a scanning electronical microscope (SEM) (JEOL, model JSM-5800 LV -JEOL, Tokyo, Japan) with magnification of 90X and 70X respectively. The evaluation of the mini-implant taper was calculated according to the formula: (b -a) / (2 x D) = mini-implant taper (Fig 3) . The mini-implant shank is considered as its external diameter excluding the thread width.
RESULTS
The linear (µm) and angular (degrees) measures of a mini-implant from each group are displayed on Table 2 . The measures that present increasing relation from the neck to tip are shown in italic. The measure corresponding to the lead, angle of thread, flank width and pitch width correspond to mean value.
The images obtained on the SEM of the mini-implant, the details of the screw and the tip of the six types of mini-implants are displayed on Figures 4, 5 and 6.
DISCUSSION
The anchorage mechanism of the mini-implants is based on mechanical retention of the metallic structure on the cortical and dense bone and not necessarily on the concept of osseointegration. The shape and width of the screws are fundamental for its fixation. 2, 5, 8 More threads represents more resistance to displacement and greater primary stability. 1, 2 In this context, characteristics such as active tip width, major diameter of external thread, minor diameter of internal thread, number of threads, pitch, thread angle, flank width, pitch width, mini-implant taper and percentage of the internal diameter in relation Table 1 -Mini-implants used: Commercial name, manufacturer, origin, diameter, total width and transmucosal profile width according to information given by the manufacturer, as well as the acronym adopted in this study. to the external diameter, are related to the mechanical properties of the mini-implants especially retention and insertion torques.
Active tip width
In relation to the active tip width, the greatest difference observed, between the information given by the manufacturer (Table 1 ) and the data obtained in this study (Table 2 ) was with the mini-implants from RMO and AbsoAnchor, while the others presented widths correspondent or very close to those informed by the manufacturer.
Mini-implant external diameter
The reduced diameter of the mini implant is an important risk factor for fracture at the moment of insertion or removal. 3, 10, 12, 16, 17 On the other hand, miniimplants with a large diameter may cause bone necrosis due to microfractures. 10 Mini-implants with a diameter smaller than 1.5 mm are more susceptible to fracture, 17 with non-significant difference in the success rates when compared to mini-implants with diameter between 1.5 and 2.3 mm. 18 The diameter of the evaluated mini-implants ranged from 1482.95 µm (Conexão) to 1630.72 µm (Neodent).
Minor diameter of internal thread
The evaluation of the mini-implant minor diameter of internal thread is another relevant risk factor for fracture, small values could mean more susceptible areas. The diameter variation ranged from 772.75 µm (Conexão) to 1164.77 µm (SIN). 
Pitch width
It is directly related to the pitch of the screw. Since the mini-implant from Dentaurum presented the largest distance between the threads, it also presented the largest pitch width (395.63 µm) and those from Conexão the smallest width (239.77 µm), confirming the smaller distance between the threads.
Mini-implant taper
The design of the mini-implants was evaluated through the active tip taper. The mini-implant from Dentaurum presented the greatest taper (0.11), while the smallest taper (0.07) was found in the mini-implant from RMO. The others ranged from 0.09 to 0.10. The resistance to fracture can be increased with the conic design and with appropriate screws for self-drilling. 2 For Kwok et al, 13 conic screws present the highest values of insertion torque, although there is no correlation between the design of the mini-implant and the pullout strength. Tests of fracture to torsion and insertion torque are necessary to correlate morphological data such as diameter of the internal thread and taper of the mini-implant to the mechanical performance, assisting the clinician on the choice of the miniimplant with the morphological characteristics that most suits the clinical needs. It can be noticed from the present study that the mini-implants available on the market present active tips with different characteristics. Since this part of the mini-implant is responsible for its retention and also the most susceptible area to fracture, laboratory researches with mechanical tests must evaluate the relation of these characteristics to a better mechanical performance of the mini-implants. In this manner it will be possible to know the fundamental characteristics for the active tip of the mini-implant that allows a safe use of such devices.
CONCLUSION
Mini-implants from different manufacturers presented active tips with different characteristics.
The acquaintance of the ideal characteristics of mini-implant morphology will allow the conscious and substantiated choice for its use in several clinical application for orthodontic treatment.
Laboratory mechanical testing of insertion, removal, pullout and fracture are necessary to correlate the analyzed characteristics with the purpose of determining the best performance.
Percentage of the minor diameter of internal thread in relation to external diameter Regarding the correlation of the external diameter and the minor diameter of internal thread of the mini-implants, Conexão presented internal diameter of 52% of the total external diameter, meaning that the internal diameter is almost half the value of the external diameter.
Number of threads
A larger amount and reduced distance between the threads may lead to greater mechanical imbrication and, consequently, greater resistance to insertion of the miniimplant to the bone. 1, 20, 24 Among the evaluated mini-implants, the number of screws ranged from 6 (Dentaurum) to 12 (Conexão).
Pitch
The pitch represents the distance between the threads, being intimately related to the number of threads, more threads on the mini-implant, represent smaller distance between them. The mini-implant from Conexão presented the largest amount of threads, the distance between them was also smaller (464.49 µm) and the mini-implant from Dentaurum presented the smallest amount of threads and a larger distance between them (888.09 µm).
Angle of thread
With the measurement of the angle of thread, it can be considered that a smaller angle enables greater retention of the mini-implant. In the present study, the mini-implants that presented the smallest angle of thread were AbsoAnchor (123.16°), SIN (128.46°) and Conexão (128.85°). However, reduced angles could complicate the insertion of the mini-implant, leading to high values of insertion torque, increasing the risk of fracture.
Flank width
By the evaluation of the flank width in the present study, it was possible to observe that the mini-implants from AbsoAnchor (399.5 µm), RMO (384.78 µm) and Dentaurum (381.96 µm) presented the highest mean with similar values, while those from Conexão (232.11 µm) presented the lowest mean.
